
자회사

투자

인수합병

조인트벤처

협력

(2018. 12)
HD map for AV

(here-SsangYong-SKT) 
(2017. 12)
Partnership to implement next-
generation telematics strategy in 
self-driving Era

(2019. 1)

(2018. 10)

Low-speed AV tech.(U.S.)

Artificial perception system for 
ADAS and mobility solution (U.S.)

(2019. 2)

Car-sharing, ride-sharing, 
AV fleet management platform(U.S.)

(2018. 11)

End-to-end AI lifecycle 
management solution(Israel)

(2016. 11)

(2017. 9) 

Autonomous / ADAS Strategic 
Business Unit (established  

2017. 4.) 

Open-innovation platform for ADAS and 
AV(Harman makes solution available to 

global OEMs) (Austria) 

(2019. 4) 2030년까지
시스템반도차 133조투자

Supply Exynos 
Auto (2018~ )

Manufacturing 
AV chip(2019. 4)

Modular full-stack autonomous software 
solution(aiDrive)-camera-first, AI-powered, 
level 5 self-driving technology (Hungary)

(2017. 12) 

ADAS computer vision technology without 
relying on costly and bulky hardware — by 
building deep learning software that can run 
even on low-end processors (Israel)

(2015. 12
2017. 6

2018. 4)

Data science company turning IOT sensor 
data into rich insights about people’s 

behavior and real-time context (Belgium) 

(2018. 4) 

Train visual perception models and scale 
up map updates to help autonomous 
vehicles understand their surroundings 
(Swiss)

P2P car-sharing(Australia)
- Hybrid Ioniqs +autolink

sharing service

Ride-sharing platform (India)
- Start subscription service 

at  6 cities(2019. 3)

(2018. 7)

(2018. 7)

Integrated mobility service 
on one screen (U.S.)

(bike, e-scooter, taxi, ride-
sharing, subway, train etc.) 

(2018. 9)Logistics solution and 
last-mile delivery 
service(VROONG)

(Korea)

E-scotter maker(Immotor 
GO) and sharing business 

(China)

(2019. 3)

Ride-hailing platform(India)

(invested with Kia to 
develop fleet and mobility 

solutions, EV infra ) 

Optical sensor system(solid-
state LIDAR) development

(Israel) 

V2X communication chipset 
manufacturer(Israel) to jointly 

develop wireless chips for 
Hyundai cars (Israel)

Intelligent and small-size 
radar development (U.S.)

Autonomous drone solution 
(Israel)

(unknown)

(2017. 12)

(2018. 5)

(2018. 7)

(2018. 10)

Predictive software 
technology to understand 

the state-of-mind of people 
for AV (U.S.) 

.

현대차가격보장
서비스협력업체

Agile aerospace and cost 
effective commercial 

solutions of UAVs (U.S.) 

UOMS(Urban Mobility 
Operation System) platform 
development, ADAS, AV tech. 

(2018. 11)

3D environmental model development 
from raw data (radar, lidar and camera) 
fused by AI and computer vision (Israel)

(2018. 1)  Partnership on 
AV and smart city 

Partnership to develop the next-generation 
webOS open source operating system for 
new markets, including automotive (Swiss)

(2018. 9)

Autonomous Driving Security Solutions

(2018. 2)

Cheaper Glass MEMS thermal  
sensor technology than 

incumbent silicon MEMS-
based sensors (U.S.) 

Intelligent Personal Agent
Voice-Control Technology 

(U.S.)

(2018. 5)

(unknown)

(2019. 4)

AI solution that protects 
identities from face 
recognition (Israel)

(2018. 11)

(2018.11) Launched CRADLE 
Tel Aviv, Israel Innovation Hub. 

(unknown)

Transport, food delivery, 
and payment solution 

(Singapore) 

(2018. 1 / 2018. 11)(2019. 1)

The new vision platform(ADAS) compete in 
NCAP 2020 testing scenarios (with HELLA) 
(Netherland) 

(2018. 1)

(2019. 3) 

(2018. 7)

(2018. 7)

Automotive Innovation Fund 
Samsung Next
Samsung  Venture Investment

5G autonoomous 
vehicle service (Korea) 

Korean Autonomous Technology Company List

AV test and simulation 

Autonomous MaaS 
software Positional tracking solution 

using polarized light 
detection (Korea)

Autonomous truck for industry 

AV solution

Ai based AV solution
and sharing service

Deep learning based 
sensor fusion software 
platform 

AV solution 

AI-based AV solution

Digital twin, real-time 3D 
space scanner, high precision 
urban 3D space scanner, 3D 
point cloud, semantic engine 

Software and hardware 
AV solution and platform

Hybrid scanning LiDAR for AV 

AV and vehicle security 
solution 

High-performance vision 
processing for ADAS

Adaptive traffic management 
solution(predictive driver 
technology, safety driving 
advisor, predictive congestion, 
signal optimizer) 

Object and Event Detection

3D computer vision
(machine learning+3D data)
LiDAR vision software 

AV solution(autonomous 
emergency braking system, 
Lane keeping assist system, 
sensor fusion, etc.)

Multimodal human emotion 
recognition solution 

AV test and simulation 

autonomous and unmanned 
system software solutions, 
platform and products

AI-based AV platform

Security platform for auto 
industry and AV 

AV solution, platform Sensors and Image Processing Security 

Simulation

Data | HMI 

2D/3D scanning, atmospheric, 
applied LiDAR

Image recognition and driving 
data analysis for accident 
prevention 
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AV  platform(Korea)

(2017. 4)

Autonomous MaaS 
software (Korea) 

(2018. 3)

Positional tracking solution 
using polarized light 

detection (Korea)

(2019. 4)

(2018. 7)

(2018. 1) 

Partnership for 
level 4 AV development 

AI-based object recognition 
and behavior pattern (China)

(2019. 3) 

(2019. 1)
Connected car and AV 

(2019. 3)
Self-driving 
planform 

Ride-sharing service and AI-
based intelligent product 
and service builder (Russia)

(2018. 8)

High-performance vision 
processing for ADAS

(2018. 4)

(2015. 11)

Car-sharing service(U.S.) REF.

(2017. 9)
(2018. 4) Grab-Samsung MOU

(2017. 1)
3년간 11조원투자

( AI, AV, 5G 중심)

(2019. 2) 5년간 45조투자
(AV, 모빌리티, 전동, 선행연구등)

- SK Rent-a-Car
- MOST : Mobile Gas Station
- Speedmate : Maintenance Shop

Signed an agreement to establish a joint venture to 
develop various location-based products and services 
by combining SKT’s map and navigation technology 
and Grab‘s vast traffic and road data in Southeast Asia

(2017. 9)  To building a new generation of tools for AI 

Sign MOU on hybrid fueling station 

- LG will provide 350-kilowatt fast 
chargers for EVs and install artificial 
intelligence-based digital signage to 
check EV’s conditions while charging and 
recommend customized repairing 
services.

- GS Caltex plans to open the first hybrid 
station in downtown Seoul in the latter 
half of the year and expand the service 
in other major cities afterward.

(2019. 1)

(2018. 9)

(2019. 1)

(2019. 5) OneMap Alliance for global HD map standard 

(2017. 4)

Car-pool platform 
(Korea)

==

자율주행차용정밀도로지도민관협력체계 (2019. 4. 25)

Hologram Augmented-Reality 
Navigation System (SWISS)

(2018. 9)

Landscape of Mobility Industry - (2) Korean Autonomous Vehicle Industry (2019. 5. 5)

Ride-hailing platform(Korea)
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